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Shift Africa in a Nutshell

Shift Africa represents a fundamental change in which upliftment is viewed in South Africa. This is a potential solution to 

“upliftment through ownership”, where small businesses are given the chance to grow and thrive in a system centered 

on various business hubs. One business hub, for example a residential estate, can be the catalyst for the emergence and 

sustenance of SMME’s and informal sector businesses in the business hub’s region of operation. We have identified 8 pil-

lars which emerge from each business hub, and from those pillars emerge a range of business activities, each of which can 

become its own business. Shift Africa assists in the setting up, then provides the training and support which drives these 

businesses to success, in return for a share of the profit. Shift Africa is not an NGO – the concept is geared towards business 

and profit, for all parties. Each and every category on the lowest level will be occupied by as many businesses as can be 

sustainable, preventing over-saturation. Every party is motivated by profit, and the model will be very sustainable.

The model is based on 84, which equals 4096, where ownership in each of these businesses is vested in a local community 

member, thereby uplifting and empowering the community in and around the business hub. 4096 is an estimate of the 

businesses that can be created or upgraded via the Shift Africa model, per business hub. 

Shift Africa is formalising the informal sector.



Providing unique opportunities to shift thinking from job 

creation to real small business ownership per region

info@shift-africa.co.za.



Business pillars are essentially defined by each Business Hub 
and will likely be a cluster similar to the list below.

Through the identification of key business hubs that have significant business potential, Shift Africa sets about establishing business 

pillars and business pillar partners. A business pillar partner (BPP) is the business that represents each primary pillar. Each BPP is 

trained, developed and empowered to build a business within a business and locked into a high-performance accountability system. 

Key to a BPP’s long term sustainable success, is the requirement to source their own downstream business partners  

(Tier 2 or secondary businesses) that not only participate in the business but have vertical ownership.  

This structure is repeated to Tier 4 (lower level business).
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Shifting from Corporate Social Responsibility to Ownership 

It has been widely documented and accepted that corporate South Africa does a lot for transformation. As quoted by Busisiwe 

Sithole, Group Head of Transformation at MMI, “My experience over the years is that most companies have mastered transfor-

mation in terms of skills or procurement. But where we are lacking as a country is in terms of ownership”. 

With that said we at eLan Property Group started the Shift Africa initiative, because of the findings from our Simbithi Eco 

Estate development. This initiative combines Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) with general business sense. Shift Africa em-

powers existing and prospective business owners through various business hubs and the pillars which support them. The pilot 

project will be at our latest development, Blythedale Coastal Estate on the KZN North Coast. This initiative will provide small 

businesses with opportunities, training, and connections, in their bid to become autonomous and self-sustainable. The idea is 

that they continue operating once the development is complete. 

The exciting prospect with this initiative is that it can be replicated successfully around any catalytic project. So instead of 

creating thousands of temporary jobs, Shift Africa creates thousands of sustainable small businesses. 





Ownership Model...

The success of this initiative is based on ensuring continuity, and to keep big business involved, we require an effective flow of 

capital and investment.

This is achieved through a simple but effective model that shares ownership through the following breakdown.

• Operating partner owns 20% of the business 

• Investor/s own 40% of the business 

• The balance of the ownership is pushed down to the 8 businesses that feed this entity with 5% ownership 

 to these entities 

The above is then replicated from each business further down the tiers. The model is worked to deliver through 4 tiers. Each tier 

requires a different investment, determined by the scope and scale of the entity. 

e.g. From a construction pillar:  

Tier 1 – Civils company (large investment, 12 month working capital plus large workforce)

Tier 2 – Hardware supplier (large to medium investment, 12 month working capital, medium size workforce)

Tier 3 – Wheelbarrow manufacturer (medium investment, 12 month working capital, small work force)

Tier 4 – Welder (small investment, 12 month working capital, very small work force)
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BUSINESS HUB
•  Business Hub Allocator - find a Hub

•  Business Hub Ahead - who’s driving which Hub and why?

•  What is this Hub’s USP?

•  What are the Tier One Business Pillars for this Hub?

•  Who are the Tier One Business Partners?

•  How do I back one of these Tier One Business Pillars?

TIER ONE
BUSINESS PILLAR

(Primary)

TIER TWO
BUSINESS PILLAR

(Secondary)

TIER THREE
BUSINESS PILLAR

(Tertiary)

TIER FOUR
BUSINESS PILLAR

(Micro)

•  What are the Tier Two Business Pillars for this Hub?

•  Who are the Tier Two Business Partners?

•  How do I back one of these Tier One Business Pillars?

•  What are the Tier Three Business Pillars for this Hub?

•  Who are the Tier Three Business Partners?

•  How do I back one of these Tier Three Business Pillars?

•  What are the Tier Four Business Pillars for this Hub?

•  Who are the Tier Four Business Partners?

•  How do I back one of these Tier Four Business Pillars?



Terms and Conditions 

• All seed funding is repayable over 36 months.

• All working capital is repayable through royalties, linked to the turnover plan.

• Each conscientious Activator  will receive a personalised Shift Africa pack detailing the BWB Partner that they are  backing.  

• All payments are processed through the Shift Africa Trust Account

Activation Partners  

Activation Partners are essentially individuals or corporates that share the mission to grow real grassroots business ownership and, 
through their resources, can provide financial assistance to each business that may need it, particularly further down the tiers. At Bly-
thedale Coastal Estate we have over 800 suppliers already registered, with the idea being that they will be included as activation partners 
in this initiative, where they can fund, nurture, and assist in the growth of the new SMME’s.

Each business partner needs to provide funding on two levels: 
• Buy-in amount 
• 12 months working capital 

Buy-in amounts and working capital is geared on 4 tiers

Tier 1 (Primary)
Buy-in investment 
amount – R500k

12 month working capital 
R600k

Tier 2 (Secondary)
Buy-in investment 
amount – R400k

12 month working capital 
R500k

Tier 3 (Tertiary) 
Buy-in investment 
amount – R300k

12 month working capital 
R400k

Tier 4 (Micro) 
Buy-in investment 
amount – R200k

12 month working capital 
R300k
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Shift Africa Expo

The entire project starts with a call to involve the community we will enrich and be aligned with, by hosting an expo in 

the heart of that community. The expo is centred around the main hub or catalyst (Key Business Hub – Blythedale Coastal 

Estate), and set up to launch this new business hub.

Our first Shift Africa Business Expo 2020 is to be held in partnership with FNB Fundaba and Enterprise ILembe, launching 

the Blythedale Key Business Hub.

Date:  28-31 March 2020

Venue:  Event Bowl, Blythedale Coastal Estate

The launch expo will take place over three days, however a scaled down version of the expo will be open for the whole of 

April.

The Shift Africa Expo is structured according to the Shift Africa Business Model – that is, one central business hub, from 

which 8 pillars emerge. These 8 pillars make up the different industries within which small businesses can be grown and 

nurtured. The Expo will be held at Blythedale Coastal Estate (central hub), and business exhibitors will be physically grouped 

according to the category/pillar they fall under. 

Experts from each pillar will man a stand within that business grouping, where they will register interest and capture de-

tails. FNB have also offered to assist with admin and the capturing of data. In addition, both FNB and Enterprise ILembe 

will invite their existing base of SMMEs to the event, meaning the Shift Africa Expo will be on offer to benefit both existing 

and future small businesses. Through FNB Fundaba, Shift Africa will ably assist in the setting up of various new, registered 

businesses for any new and existing traders, both formal and informal. The Shift Africa model is tailored and applies to both 

new and existing SMMEs.
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How it works

A business hub acts as a catalyst for new development, the first such hub being Blythedale Coastal Estate. From a business 

hub emerge 8 key pillars, classified as:
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Every one of these primary pillars has 8 sub-pillars (secondary businesses) supporting its operation, which in turn all have 

tertiary businesses supporting their operation, and the tertiary businesses have lower level businesses supporting them. 

Most categories and pillars represent a different business, with there being some overlap, as some businesses will fall under 

multiple categories. In theory (without overlap), the pillars and their support number 8(4), which equals 4096 businesses.

The Expo will match relevant, existing businesses with categories or pillars and get every potential business owner a head 

start in their preferred industry. From there, Shift Africa nurtures, trains and supports these business owners, allowing them, 

and all Shift Africa members, to flourish within the unique framework created by Shift Africa and different regional part-

ners.



PILLAR 1 PILLAR 2 PILLAR 3 PILLAR 4

PILLAR 5 PILLAR 6 PILLAR 7 PILLAR 8



Shift Business Training

This model creates businesses and uses set and established business training programs to ensure business owners are 

equipped for any and all challenges. 

Training is permanently on offer for business owners through online training modules plus class-based lectures offered 

throughout the year.

With the sign on of any new business the business owner is equipped with not only the relevant statutory paperwork, 

business plan, bank accounts, marketing elements, budgets and forecast but is equipped with a computer (mobile device) 

and cell phone to allow access and contact. Training is one of the tools for success that Shift Africa provides to its network.
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Shift Africa Deliverables

- Manage/Direct businesses within the framework

• Determine business alignment

• Equip with tools for success

• Monitor performance

This idea was borne out of the need for many businesses (in particular the 800 suppliers at Blythedale Coastal Estate) the 

opportunity to mentor, train, and invest in a small business that is in their field of operation, and that will contribute to 

their CSR. 

Shift Africa will help businesses leave a legacy of their own. Shift Africa is formalising the informal sector. 





Land, Environment 
and Agriculture

- Alien Plant Removal
- Compost
- Farming
- Plants
- Rose
- Sunflower
- Gardening
- Nursery
- Tree Felling
- Landscaping
- Flour
- Nuts
- Spice
- Fresh Flowers
- Dried Medicinal
- Rooibos
- Succulents
- Fruit
- Vegetables
- Potatoes
- Strawberries
- Soya Beans
- Mushrooms
- Animals
- Chicks
- Poultry
- Bees
- Fish
- Rabbit
- Corn

Infrastructure
and Construction

- Property signage, road signs etc 
- Desalination plant 
- Property signage, road signs etc  
- Kitchen 
- Desalination plant   
- Cupboards 
- Sewage    
- Flooring 
- Water reservoir     
- Décor 
- Eco smart city     
- Painting
- Smart phone remote control  
- Site Prep
- Cashless Keyless   
- Civils 
- Builders    
- Appliances
- Electrical     
- Wood work
- Brick and block    
- Glass
- Fencing     
- Guttering 
- Roofing 

Education and Training

- Early Childhood Development  
- Computer Trainer
- Primary schools   
- Training Facilities 
- High Schools    
- Catering 
- Vocational Colleges   
- Stationary 
- Sporting school of excellence 
- Hall of Fame
- Equestrian    
- School Tutoring
- Tertiary    
- Online 

Tourism and Travel 

- Tour Guide
- Supply Bodyguards to Tourists
- Travel and Tourism Consulting   
- Blogging on Travels and Tourism 
- Online Hotel Booking Sites  
- Travel Guide Publications 
- Pilgrimage Traveling Company  
- Jet Ski Rental Services
- Rental of Canoes and Speed Boats 
- Language Translation Services 
- Boat Cruise Business   
- Vehicle Rental 
- Tours for Musicians   
- Taxi and Bus Shuttle Business
- Trade Delegation Trips    
- Tourist Guide
- Flight Charter Services    
- Organize International Conferences
- Student Exchange Program  
- International Retreats for Corporate Executives
- Travels and Tours Expos / Fairs  
- Start a Scooter Rental Business
- Organize Carnivals and Other Related Events  
- Start an Airline Company
- Ticketing and Reservation Services 
- Helicopter Transportation Services 
- Travel Directory    
- Organizes Excursions for School Children

Examples of Small Businesses



Manufacturing, Services and Retail 

- Florist     
- Bicycle Repair   
- Party Business 
- Grocery Delivery Services  
- Auto Repairs   
- Cannabis related Business
- Babysitting Services  
- Upholstering Services  
- Food 
- Childproofing Services  
- Electronics Repair Services  
- Home Services 
- Digital Media Conversion  
- Senior Home Companion  
- Child Care 
- Personal Driver or Taxi Services 
- House and Pet Sitting  
- App Developer / Web Developer
- Hairdressing or Makeup Artist  
- Personal Concierge  
- Internet Security 
- Laundromat     
- Social Media    
- Graphic Designer 
- Photography    
- Online Retail    
- Elder Care   
- Business Consultancy   
- Retail       
- Bookkeeping Services 
- Textile      
- Vetinary Services   
- Financial Advisor
- Personal or Virtual Assistant  
- Tax Consultant   
- Marketing Services
- Property     
- Training     
- Courier

Health, Wellness and Safety 

- Spin Classes    
- Healthy Meal Delivery Services  
- Running or Walking Club 
- Massage Therapist  
- Personal Trainer 
- Personal Chef
- Meal Planning Services   
- Powerlifting Gym    
- Wellness Retreats and Events
- Health and Wellness Blogs  
- Yoga Studio     
- Health and Wellness Digital
- Nutritionist   
- Spa     
- Dance Studio 
- Healthy Food Restaurant  
- Juice Bar     
- Herbalist
- Natural Beauty Stores   
- Acupuncturist    
- Health Food Stores
- Workout Gear     
- Dietary Supplement    
- Anti-aging Consultant
- Weight loss Product Sales   
- Medical Waste Disposal    
- Herbal Fertility Clinic
- Medical Marijuana:   
- Medical Transcription and Billing Services  
- Cosmetic Surgeon
- Zumba Classes   
- Physical Therapist   
- Personal Trainer 

Hospitality and Eventing 

- Bed and Breakfast    
- Venue Management 
- Coffee Café     
- Concerts 
- Hotel     
- Shows 
- Lodge      
- Cinema 
- Motel     
- Festivals 
- Inn      
- Expos 
- Night Club     
- Gaming 
- Restaurant    
- Bar
- Conferencing

Examples of Small Businesses



PILOT PROGRAMME BASED ON:







With all our major developments, eLan Property Group aims to uplift the surrounding communities, offering localised jobs and business 
opportunities to the people who need them the most. 



At Blythedale Coastal Estate, eLan has solid plans to implement a sustainable agricultural practice, funding and empowering locals to 
create food, and supply themselves, the Estate, and the Resort, for years to come.



In terms of total wellness, as evidenced in part by Simbithi Eco Estate, Blythedale will place a huge emphasis on physical 
well-being, with an abundance of sporting facilities and outdoor activities helping residents stay healthy and connect 
with nature. There will also be a wellness clinic at Blythedale



eLan is committed to improving the education of as many children and young adults as possible. New schools will be built and 
utilised at the finished Blythedale Coastal Estate. We are committed to improving the education of the existing local community 
school at New Guelderland, which currently supports 200 students out of a potential 1000. We provide financial and structural 
support for both teachers and students. There will be two private schools at the estate.



eLan Property Group and Blythedale Coastal Estate are committed to providing equal opportunities 
to all genders, and will ensure that women and youth are fairly awarded opportunities for jobs and 
small business opportunities. 



Comprehensive plans are in place for Blythedale to have SWRO desalination water production, centralised wastewater treatment, 
water savings at household level, and irrigation water savings as well as rainwater collection



To reduce reliance on the national grid, and ensure energy is clean and affordable, Blythedale Coastal Estate is placing particular re-
liance on generation and storage of solar power. Every home is required to have solar panels fitted. In addition, Blythedale is making 
allowances for natural gas reticulation throughout the estate, and energy-saving at household level.



Blythedale Coastal Estate will create an estimated 110 000 temporary jobs and 10 000 permanent jobs. There will be a massive em-
pasis to create up to 4000 autonomous small businesses, through our Shift Africa initiative, providing economic growth to the North 
Coast and the local community



Blythedale is set to become Africa’s first “eco-smart city”, with innovative, interconnected infrastructure at the heart of elevating 
this KwaZulul North Coast project into the future. 



As well as creating employment, eLan is focused on making Blythedale Coastal Estate an integrated development. Blythedale Hills is 
a part of the estate, with lower cost housing and communal upliftment at the heart of what we’re trying to achieve, mostly through 
employment, education, and agriculture. Allowances are also being made for this community to develop small businesses, thus creating 
further income and increased employment. This was inspired by plans made with Minister Lindiwe Sisulu for an inclusive development, 
following the commercial success of Simbithi Eco Estate.



A big focus at Blythedale is to promote the sustainability of the development, so that residents can enjoy a relaxed, clean lifestyle, 
and help contribute to a healthier earth. The mixed-use development will be 80% off-grid, with most of the water and clean energy 
sourced on site



Smart metering will be implemented at a household level, to ensure residents don’t consume more energy than absolutely necessary. 
Rainwater and greywater will be used for irrigation, ensuring minimal wastage. 20 eco-smart policies have been recommended for ev-
ery home, with five (gas stove, gas water heating, LED lights, drip irrigation, 36m² solar panels) being compulsory. 



eLan is committed to increase green energy production, and reduce Blythedale Coastal Estate’s carbon footprint, while focusing on 
the preservation and increase of huge swathes (320ha) of indigenous coastal forest. Strict landscape guidelines mean residents can 
only plant indigenous flora, with gardens not enclosed by fences, providing animals with an estimated extra 300ha of forest to roam 
through.



The creation of a reef and protected sea reserve has been mooted, to 
preserve local sea life for future generations and provide a backdrop for 
educational field trips out to sea, that promote sustainability.



Nature conservation of local fauna and flora is an important part of the finished Estate, with the creation of an internal nature 
reserve, managed by a professional stewardship program, the long-term goal.



24-hour, modern security solutions will be implemented at Blythedale, and strong relationships will be maintained with local stake-
holders. Residents and the community will be involved in the decision-making process.



eLan has identified several key partnerships to fulfil these goals, including the government, both at a national and regional level, 
local businesses, communities, and numerous suppliers (over 800 have already registered). 
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For queries and more information, please 
contact info@shift-africa.co.za.


